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The Season of Spring
by Kelly Morrow, Director of Education  

As the sunlight in the day increases and the nights become shorter, there 

is a promise that spring will arrive soon. The snowy blanket covering the 

earth and chill in the air slowly recede, and life begins to rise and flow 

once again in the natural world. The animals awaken from their winter 

sleep, and the flocks of birds return and begin to sing. Snowdrops, tulips, 

and daffodils will soon poke their heads from out of the earth and 

blossom forth with beautiful color and sweet fragrances. 

(continued on next page)

Mark Your 
Calendar 

Check out our web site for more 
info on each event: 

www.mountainphoenix.org

Mountain Phoenix Community School Quarterly 

Interactive Painting 
Experience 

with Christa Valdez 
4/1 (9:15 a.m.) & 
4/5 (6:30 p.m.) 

“Soul of Discipline - Raising 
Respectful Children in a 
Culture of Disrespect” 

with Kim John Payne 
3/31 (6:30 p.m.) 

“The Foundations of Literacy 
in the Waldorf Curriculum”  

with Cristina Drews 
3/4 (8:45 a.m.) &  
3/8 (6:30 p.m.) 

 

Ms. Drews' 3rd grade students 

recently learned how to make 

sauerkraut. Guided by the 

curriculum, the students learn 

the practical arts of growing, 

preparing, and preserving 

food in harmony with the 

seasons.

http://www.mountainphoenix.org
http://www.mountainphoenix.org


(continued from previous page) 

As human beings in the world, we have endeavored to maintain our inner strength, light, and courage 

from the season of autumn through the darkness of winter, and now the time of transformation, healing, 

rebirth, and renewal are finally here! New life begins to spring joyfully all around us. We can take time, 

after a long winter, for spring cleaning, refreshing, and 

renewing to prepare a space for the new life that is arriving.  

Some enjoy bringing this spring mood into the home, even as 

the teachers do in the classroom. A large vase with budding 

branches or small vases of early spring flowers are placed in a 

room. The planting of grass in a basket and dyeing eggs to 

nestle in the sprouting grass are all ways to celebrate the 

season.   

As springtime arrives, children venture outside to play more often and delight in the daily discoveries that 

arise as the sun brings more warmth and light each day. The tiny buds bursting into flower, the baby birds, 

the greening grass, all revealing the breathing out of the earth. It will soon be time for getting the garden 

ready for planting and reveling in the mystery of death as a caterpillar and rebirth as a butterfly.   

Here at Mountain Phoenix, children will participate in the celebration of this season in various ways on 

campus through the spring cleaning of the campus, planting grass seed in spring baskets decorated with 

baby chicks and bunnies, and/or the building of bird houses. The season will culminate in a grand 

community celebration with music and dancing with colorful ribbons at the May Faire in the beginning of 

the month of May.  A joyous time for the whole school community!   

Mark Your Calendar: 

Stewardship Day 
Saturday, April 30 
9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. 
A fun, family-friendly community event dedicated to caring for our campus. 
 
The Governing Council will be grilling! More details coming soon.



Soul of Discipline:  
Raising Respectful Children in a Culture of Disrespect 

“Reading, Writing, and Waldorf – The Foundations 
of Literacy in the Waldorf Curriculum”  

with Cristina Drews, third grade classroom teacher 

3/4 (8:45 a.m. in the Eurythmy Room) &   
3/8 (6:30 p.m. in the Great Hall) 

The Waldorf curriculum does indeed teach reading in the 
early grades. It is not a matter of slower vs. faster, but 
instead a matter of deeper vs. shallow. Come find out how 
it begins in early childhood, and see samples of lessons and 
also student work in grades 1-3. 

A community lecture with Kim John Payne

Ticket Options:

• $15 for one guest
• $25 for two guests
• Pay what is meaningful

The link to buy tickets can be found at: 
www.mountainphoenix.org/kjp

Thursday, March 31 
6:30 to 8:30 p.m. 
Great Hall, MPCS 
4725 Miller Street, Wheat Ridge

Because so many of our parenting and teaching challenges occur naturally as part of child 

development, it is possible to anticipate these difficulties and to prepare for them in advance. For 

discipline to be effective it must always begin with preventive discipline. This presentation will provide 

a developmental roadmap to help parents and educators establish the kind of discipline that is both 

nurturing and effective.

Kim John Payne is the author of the #1 best-selling book, Simplicity Parenting. A 
consultant and trainer to over 200 North American independent and public schools, 
Kim has been a school counselor, adult educator, consultant, researcher, educator, 
and private family counselor for 28 years. He regularly gives keynote addresses at 
international conferences for educators, parents, and therapists, and runs 
workshops and trainings around the world. 

Interactive Painting Experience  
with Christa Valdez, fourth grade classroom teacher 

4/1 (9:15 a.m. in the Art Room) &  
4/5 (6:30 p.m. in Ms. Valdez’s classroom) 

Ms. Valdez will begin the workshop by briefly explaining the 
importance and purpose of painting in Waldorf Education. 
Then, you will have the opportunity to experience what it is 
like to create a watercolor painting the way our students do! 

Registration required. Sign up at: www.mountainphoenix.org/paint

http://www.mountainphoenix.org/kjp
http://www.mountainphoenix.org/kjp
http://www.mountainphoenix.org/paint
http://www.mountainphoenix.org/paint


2015 MPCS Annual Auction 
Mark your calendars! MPCS’s 5th Annual Auction, “Come Fly With Us,” will take place Saturday, April 9, 
2016, at Mountain Aviation in Broomfield. Stay tuned for specific details in the weeks to come regarding 
tickets and the night itself. We have some fabulous ideas to make this a wonderful event…a night NOT to 
be missed! 

GO FORTH AND PROCURE 
Do you (or anyone you know) have the ability to procure any of these items (valued $150+)? 
Weekend condo/cabin in mountains, hotel/airfare, ski passes, professional sporting events, signed sports 
paraphernalia, exclusive tours, special activities, deluxe spa services, brewery tour/tastings, table chef/
custom dinner parties, concert tickets/venues, kids summer camps/classes, technology gadgets/tools, 
classes/lectures, etc. 

Once you have a donation to submit: 
1. Fill out the donation form, giving the bottom section to the 

donor for tax records. Write clearly and be sure to provide 
contact information for the donor on the form! We will be 
formally thanking and recognizing all who contribute. 

2. Drop off the completed form and donated item to the 
MPCS Middle School Office.  

We are asking each class (as a group) to donate THREE, high-value, 
auction items (explained above), ONE themed basket, and ONE 
handmade classroom project. Visit www.mountainphoenix.org/
auction for the current list of classroom and procurement signups. 
Deadline for procurement is Friday, March 18.  

GO BIG….BE A CORPORATE SPONSOR 
We are finalizing the details of our corporate sponsorship program, but if you own or have connections 
with a local business, we want to hear from you! Contact Kim Harr at ckraleigh@hotmail.com to secure 
your spot as one of our corporate sponsors for the 2016 auction. Benefits of sponsorship include (these 
vary according to the investment level): 

• A set number of tickets to the auction 
• Recognition at the event 
• Advertising in school publications 
• Links from the MPCS website 

We are opening up this exclusive offer to the MPCS community first; then we will be reaching out to local 
businesses to fill up the spots. So contact Kim ASAP if your organization is interested to discuss the 
specific level you’d like to invest. 

We are also soliciting donations and/or discounts for desserts, beer and wine. If you have any suggestions, 
contact Kim Harr at ckraleigh@hotmail.com. 

http://www.mountainphoenix.org/auction
mailto:ckraleigh@hotmail.com
mailto:ckraleigh@hotmail.com
http://www.mountainphoenix.org/auction
mailto:ckraleigh@hotmail.com
mailto:ckraleigh@hotmail.com


Our students were busy 
at work preparing for 
and playing in the winter 
music assemblies and, 
for some, an orchestra 
competition this winter. 
Thank you to Mr. Perez 
and Mr. Kern for your 
outstanding leadership 
and guidance. The music 
assemblies were 
wonderful!



The ability to think 

creatively is one of the most 

sought after 21st century skills. 

Waldorf education sets up students 

for success.

Art and creativity are 

integrated into all aspects 

of the curriculum to 

enhance  

and bolster 

academic growth 

and learning.

Waldorf Education 

does not teach students 

what to think. Instead, our 

students are taught how to think 

creatively. 

Our classroom teachers nurture 

creativity in their students 

and express it in how 

they teach and inspire 

each child: head, 

hand, and heart.

“Creativity is 
intelligence 
having fun.” - 
Albert Einstein  

The creativity shared 
by our parent 
volunteers and faculty  
members is what 
makes our community 
life so rich and unique.

Creativity
Why Creativity Is a Core Value

Following our enthusiasm unlocks our genius as a gift to 
ourselves and the world.

How MPCS Leadership Demonstrates Creativity
   MPCS Leadership provides a safe place for creative expression, 

encourages people to live on their growing edge so they may awaken 
and embody their potential, and values and encourages the Arts as a 

mode of learning.

How YOU Can Demonstrate Creativity
  You can make time to engage your creative process, try new 

things, and learn from mistakes. You can recognize the 
ideas, strengths, and talents of others and invite their 

contributions. You can take personal risks to 
help the community grow.

How MPCS Practices 

Express Your Creativity
Learn How to Make Waldorf-Inspired Pocket Babies 
Saturday, February 27 (10:00 a.m. to noon) 
$15 for materials, tea, and treats! 
All proceeds will go to the ECE Emergency Fund.  

Register here: www.mountainphoenix.org/babies

http://www.mountainphoenix.org/babies
http://www.mountainphoenix.org/babies


Games in the Waldorf School  
by Brigitte Johnson with support from Janell Ince 

Healthy children thrive on movement imbued with purpose, creativity, and fun. At Mountain Phoenix our children 

are blessed with lots of time outdoors as they play games designed to strengthen stamina, ignite their imagination, 

and gracefully coordinate movements, all while supporting 

social health as they delight in the universal language of play. 

As they interact physically, they learn about each other 

emotionally. They learn not only how to perform a movement, 

but when…when to let the other reach the ball, when to thrust 

into action or withdraw in preparation and anticipation, how 

to be a group, a team, a class, or to simply be the best 

individuals they can be. Depending on the children’s age and 

state of development, the Games curriculum stages movement as an augmenting tool to lift the spirits while 

strengthening the body and solidifying camaraderie within the class. Sometimes they have a goal, sometimes they 

have a vision, but mostly they have joy in the movements, and the movements feed a larger sense of health, both 

physically and in the sense of belonging to community.   

Grades 1 & 2 

In the younger grades, the games are playful, energetic, and stir the imagination. 

For example, the children might play a game in which they become animals that 

are being chased to develop speed and stamina through running. They also build 

skills such as jump roping, rhythm clapping, and balancing balls and beanbags, or 

playing tag. As they begin to assert their individuality, the games assist the 

children in this process and teach them how to work cooperatively. The children 

begin to notice how their behavior affects not only the outcome of the game, but 

the other participants as well. They begin to strategize, protecting other team 

members, and anticipating opposing maneuvers. Game skills are designed to 

integrate the children physically, working on speed, eye hand coordination, 

jumping, catching, and galloping but also emotionally as the games they play 

change seasonally, creating wonder and uniting them with nature.  

This game is called poison 

blueberries. The students roll 

the ball to “poison” their 

classmates. Ms. Ince says 

the students love this game.

A second grade  relay race composed of fun, animal 

movements.



Grades 3 to 5 

As children begin to mature, their perception of the world begins to shift, 

and their unique place in the world is questioned. To meet the needs of the 

more self-aware child, we begin to play games that express outwardly what 

is experienced inwardly. These games help deal with inner conflicting 

emotions using outer obstacles and physical challenges. The skills become 

more challenging, and the sense 

of accomplishment is more 

poignant. We continue to hone 

the basic skills of catching, throwing, running, kicking, and stretching. At 

this point the children begin to transfer concepts and tactics to other 

games, and rules are determined and heeded. We begin to 

acknowledge not only strength, but beauty as well, all the while honing 

a mastery of skills. 

The Golden Age 

In fifth grade, typically before the child begins to become more self-conscious and emotional in adolescence, there 

is what we call the Golden Age, the pinnacle of childhood where 

the children are confident yet still carefree, moving with ease and 

grace as their skills are honed. Their bodies are perfectly 

proportioned and balanced before the growth spurts of 

adolescence. The fifth grade year is spent in preparation for the 

Pentathlon, a competition comprised of the five ancient Olympic 

events of discus, javelin, long jump, running, and wrestling. As the 

children gather with other Waldorf schools to display their skill, 

much attention is paid not to winning, but to the display of 

perseverance, the fluidity of movements, the grace of good 

sportsmanship, and the beauty of form.    

The students' imaginations were their 

guides when they were given buckets 

and asked to build forts outside.

In this game, the students had to keep their 

balloons from being popped by the other 

players.

Fifth grade students Greco-Roman wrestling in 

preparation for the Pentathlon.



Middle School 

In middle school we participate in a variety of modified sports and outdoor activities. The children learn to identify 

principles of practice through the experience of cardiorespiratory endurance as well as muscle strength, endurance, 

and flexibility. They demonstrate exceptional ability in recognizing the importance of supporting one another, 

respecting the limitations and strengths of the group with positive social interactions. Competition is not 

emphasized but striving to push personal limits is. To this end, students challenge their will and strengthen their 

bodies and skills, while fulfilling both social and individual achievements. Learning increases when it is fun. 

   Our Games teachers welcome any parent, at anytime, to come and experience or observe a games class.  

Games Throughout the Grades  

The focus of games class evolves with our 
students:  

• Grade 1 - Circle games, imaginative 
games, movement combined with music 
and singing, throwing and catching, 
rhythmic stepping, balancing 

• Grade 2 - Circle games, imaginative 
games, fine and gross motor activities, 
activities with props (balls, hoops, etc.), 
exploration of the dynamics of objects 

• Grade 3 - Balance, running and chasing 
games, song and movement  

• Grade 4 - Field games, balance, games 
involving trickery and strategy, games 
exploring movement of animals 

• Grade 5 - Games exploring strength and 
strategy, games with multiple props, 
games with team goals 

• Grade 6 - Introduction to competitive 
games, more formal movement skills, 
complex strategy, calisthenics 

• Grade 7 - Team games and team 
building, trust building games, complex 
strategy 

• Grade 8 - Team games and team 
building, trust building games, complex 
strategy 

(Provided by the Alliance for Public Waldorf Education) 

Ms. Ince would like to remind everyone of the 
importance of warmth and to please send boots, 
gloves, and hats with your children on chilly days.

Reuse. Recycle. Reduce - Ms. Ince 

recycled deflated sports balls to be 

used as fun hats for a game of tag. 

These students were “it!”



New Elective Takes Off in the Middle School 
by Collin Irish, MPCS Parent

In October of 2015, MPCS developed a new Community Arts program to support the middle school. The elective, 

called Boy’s Group, now offers male students a confidential place to discuss what it means to be on a journey to 

manhood. "It's a pretty safe place to tell the truth," one of the boys reported after a meeting.   

The group is optional and currently offered once a week to Mr. Erwin’s 8th grade class. Every Thursday the boys are 

invited to sit and talk with 6-10 trained mentors. This circle of boys is run by the Denver nonprofit Threshold 

Passages, which has provided mentoring and emotional intelligence work for teenage boys since 2003. "The 

curriculum gets them talking about what's on their minds," says Richard Mansbach, group facilitator and Threshold 

Passages Executive Director. "But sometimes we just go outside and have fun. As a former Waldorf teacher I know 

how important that is."   

Richard has been involved with youth as an educator, counselor, and mentor for more than 20 years. He 

successfully created two in-school mentoring programs in Prescott, AZ, before moving to Boulder County to do 

restorative justice. Richard is leading the current program at MPCS through the spring of 2016, and he will then be 

looking to expand into additional classes and even new schools.   

"Our goal is to offer mentoring to every boy," says Collin Irish, Threshold Passages founder and a parent at MPCS.  

"We are using material based on the Boys to Men Mentoring Network's group mentoring program, which is 

offered in over 40 schools across the country. I'm glad we got the chance to share it with the MPCS community.  

The most important thing you can do for a boy is show up and listen." 

Threshold Passages also runs mentor trainings for interested men, and initiation weekends for middle school and 

high school boys.  Parents interested in learning more are invited to contact Richard Mansbach at 

rmansbach@thresholdpassages.org. 

On Sale Now! 

2015-2016 Yearbook  
This year’s yearbook is bigger and better than ever: 

• Created in large part by 8th grade students in a 
community arts class 

• More pages & more photos 
• Cover art & poetry by students 

Same great price - $25! Buy yours online or in the Main 
Office. More info at www.mountainphoenix.org/yearbook!

http://www.mountainphoenix.org/yearbook
http://www.mountainphoenix.org/yearbook


Memories 

by Morgan Huntley, Grade 7 Mr. Anander 

It all started the year 2003 

I woke up in Mariville, Tennessee 

My parents had me enter that place called Japan 

First four years I don’t really know 

My family and I moved to Colorado  

Watched my older siblings ride the bus to school 

Was my turn to go to kindergarten 

Met my best friend, I still have today 

We did gymnastics class together 

Soon I was in 3rd grade 

Changed to a special school for gymnasts 

Did not have a good year 

I had a bad summer at gymnastics 

It was two months into fourth grade 

I moved to a new school 

Mets lots of friends  

Came late and left early 

The next year we had a new teacher 

During the summer I went to Branson for clogging 

We had lots of fun 

But gymnastics just wasn't working out for me 

So me and my older sister quit 

I’m now in 6th grade time goes by so fast 

We had lots of new people in our class 

Its our last year for clogging 

My sister joins cheer, I do tumbling 

The summer, I’m on 9 News  

The new year starts for 7th grade  

I turn 12, my birthday is boring 

I join cheer and it’s really fun 

I go to Kansas and come back as a national champion 

Three competitions done 

Three to go 

Was on Fox 31 for cheer 

I hope the many years to come are as good as these 

“Breathe in experience, 
breathe out poetry. ”  
- Muriel Rukeyser

S tudent  Poetry
Lonely 

by Annabel McCune, Grade 7 Mr. Anander 

There is a little black cloud  

stalking me 

Never leaving me in peace 

Always following me 

It’s name is lonely 

Lonely sears inside of me 

learning my weaknesses, and pain 

no one sees my pain 

My friend laughs at a joke 

but no one seems to see 

the frown that shrouds my face 

Suddenly it starts to rain 

a field of fury down my face 

and no one seems to see 

the little black cloud  

that follows me



Courage 

by Tru Hedrick, Grade 7 Mr. Anander 

Look at her simply standing there 

With bright red vibrant flowing hair 

Hey eyes filled with gleaming wonder 

looking up at the sky she stands under 

the galaxies she holds in her eyes  

I can do this she slowly sighs 

She hops down raging into battle 

Sitting upright atop her horse’s saddle 

into the war she doth ride 

with courage right at her side. 

MOM 

by Adolph Ordaz-
Bustos, Grade 7 Mr. 
Anander 

She is a woman 

you know best, you 
love her with all your heart. 
She herself is special  

to your life and  
you are special  

to her. She loves you, 
she cares about 
you, she would  

do anything to 
protect and keep 

you on this earth 
and in her life, she  
gave birth to you. 

So why don’t you 
show her the littlest  

respect because she 

won’t be in your  
life forever, but she 

will be in your heart 
forever, and she is 

preparing you too, 
preparing you to 
become a mother 

so you can be 
her when she 

was a mother 
or even better. 
In her final 

moments she 
would want you  

to be by her side  
to tell you that  
you were her 

best creation she  
had, and her final  

words would be  
thank you for this 
experience, this journey, 

     I  Love You. 

Laughter 

by Abby Breeser, Grade 7 Mr. Anander 

I am always glad 

So you are never sad 

Or mad 

Isn’t that rad? 

I’m the extension 

When you mention 

Your joy 

Just like a little boy. 

Don’t ever be gloomy 

Because your loopy 

Always be happy 

Otherwise, you’re crabby. 

I am the mad-hatter 

Always full of laughter 

So I turn the dial 

To make you smile. 

An -AR Story 
By Kian White, Eliza Schurter and Talon Blatnick, Grade 
3 Ms. Drews 

A car rode to the park.  
When they were there, they saw a shark.  
The shark was large, and had a dark heart.  
It ate a carp, then a car, and lastly a tarp.  
The water it swam in was murky and dark.  
Though part of this problem was caused by a car  
that sunk in its pond with the motor still on,  
and the exhaust was not off.  
It uses its car to play its guitar.  
He took his car to the bar with his guitar.  
Then he got drunk and into the trunk.  
He ate up his car, then swam very far with his guitar. 

“We were reviewing R controlled vowels and their spellings 
( ar, er, ir, or, ur). Several children went an extra step to create 
a story out of the –AR words they had collected.” - Ms. Drews 


